
Storytellers’ Roundtable of ILA 

Minutes 

 October 11, 2012 
 

Attendees – Duffy De France, Cathy Van Brocklin, Olivia Stoner, Katie Dryer, Merri Monks, 

Zach Stier, Arielle Loy, Debb Green, Lin Esteves, Lara Moellers, Jean Casey, Erin Sehorn, 

Kollen Taylor 

 

Kolleen called the meeting to order at 5:15.  Meeting proceeded with introductions from the 

members present.   

 

Brief conversation with Jean Casey on the “Power of Story Award” she was presented with.  Ms. 

Casey noted that in the future, winners should not be “surprised” with this award (please notify 

them in advance) but that she was okay with it. 

 

Duffy approved the 2011 minutes; Jean Casey seconded 

 

Finance report was reviewed. 

 

CE credits for Storytellers Workshops:  

 *added workshops in Clear Lake 

 *well attended and people seemed to really like the workshops 

 *the added CEU’s were deemed SUPER important (both for attendees and getting people 

to attend) 

 *worth pursuing more adults for these workshops, not just people who work with kids.  

 Everyone needs to know who to tell a story for a variety of reasons. 

 

Donald Davis was mentioned as someone who would be a good speaker 

 

Storytellers needs to be promoted at the 2013 Kid’s First conference.  A flyer should be made to 

have on hand for those who attend. 

 

People from out of state are beginning to attend the Story City Festival  

 

Brief discussion about the issues regarding the emailing of newsletters, with talk of sending out 

newsletter another way – separate group email, maybe Gmail?  Cathy Van Brocklin would like 

the ILA website to function correctly (the main issues being that email addresses of members are 

hidden, or difficult to get to), so perhaps we can work on making that stronger.  Katie Dryer 

sounded hopeful on that front. 

 *consensus was to watch what happens (see if kinks get worked out) and then perhaps do  

 a Plan B, if needed. 

 

A pitch was made to have everyone present become a member ($5) if they weren’t already. 

 



Mention of Pat’s “Notebook of Stories” she uses.  Consists of story starters (and stories) she can 

use for presenting to businesses, city council, etc.  She is going to post it online, and we need a 

link to it on Facebook. 

 

Facebook Page – it needs to be unlocked, so general public can post to it.  Members could 

become part of a Storytellers Roundtable group.  Katie Dreyer will now be in charge of that, and 

it was noted that pictures on FB are great for getting people’s attention. 

 

Preconference this year was nice, Jean Casey suggested Local History as a future workshop 

topic. 

 

NEW BUSINESS: 

-explanation of how the planning meeting works.  Anyone is welcome. 

 

Election of officers for 2012-2014 (2013-2015) 

Slated: Co-chair: Zach Stier and Duffy De France 

 Vice Chair: Kolleen Taylor 

 Secretary: Cathy Van Brocklin 

 

Jean Casey motions to accept the slated nominees, Olivia Stoner seconded.  Officer approval by 

unanimous vote. 

 

Workshop Expenses: 

We are not allowed to pay presenters for their time at a workshop, but people can be reimbursed 

(mileage, copies, etc.), according to ILA.  Kolleen Taylor motioned for reimbursement; Katie 

Dryer moved, Olivia seconded. 

 

Goals for 2013: 

We’ve been productive, but always more to do.  Pippa wasn’t used for anything else except the 

preconference.  We had wanted her for something more, but sadly that goal wasn’t met. 

Perhaps the perception other people have of this roundtable isn’t accurate.  The assumption is 

that this group is just for folks who work with kids, when in fact Storytelling is for everyone.  

Duffy addressed the problem, has plans to lunch with Mary Wagner to discuss. 

 

Youth Services and Storytellers are going to work together more.  A suggestion that the history 

and genealogy group could become a stronger partner. 

*Every library in the state does a storytelling activity or program for adults in the next 5 years – 

goal from Kolleen Taylor 

*Have a booth for Storytellers Roundtable in the Exhibit Hall 

*Do more marketing and promoting of storytelling to adults 

*work with Local History more 

*work with someone (professional) on marketing (having bags, pens, buttons, etc.) in order to 

promote 

 

Meeting adjourned at 6:30 

Cathy VanBrocklin, Secretary 


